LOTE WEBPAGE TERM 3

Best Class for Term Two was Classe Quattro (Year 4).
Congratulazioni !!!! Bravi ragazzi!!! Signorina Venezia visited with una sorpresa. Ottimo!!!! The best !!!
Semester One Bucket-filler winners with most flowers (I fiori) put in our class bucket were
Beau Morony - Pre Primary
Ava Hughes - Classe Una (absent from photo)
Grace Anderson - Classe Tre
Timothy Bolt - Classe Sei (absent from photo)
They were the best!!! They treated everyone with respect and were caring and thoughtful in class.
“Being the best I can!!”, was shown by these students during Italian lessons. Bravi ragazzi!!!!
Classe Una have been working on I numeri (1 - 10). Counting in Italian and writing numbers in Italian. Reading language such as cinque gelati (5 ice creams). Such keen and beautiful workers. Participation is carried out with such eagerness and enthusiasm. Bravi ragazzi !!!!!
Signora Lewis is so proud of you.
Classe Quattro (Year 4) are working on the story "Giacco e il fagiolo" (Jack and the Bean). While the Year Threes (Classe Tre) are working on story "Mangia Mangia" (Eat Eat). Both stories help to reinforce and extend the Italian language in a fun way. There are games to play and worksheets recalling language from story. Children are reading along and then recalling the story when writing about their favourite part. Mi piace (I like).